We compare the pet$ormance of four admission control algorirhms-one parameter-based and three measurementbased-for controlled-load service. The parameter-based admission control ensures that the sum of reserved resources is bounded by capacity. The three measurementbased algorithms are based on measured bandwidth, acceptance region [SI, and equivalent bandwidth [7] . We use simulation on several tierwork scenarios to evaluate the link utilization and adherence to service commitment achieved by these four algorithms.
Introduction
The role of any admission control algorithm is to ensure that admittance of a new flow into a resource constrained network does not violate service commitments made by the network to admitted flows. Theservice commitments made could be quantitative(e.g., a guaranteed rate or bounded delay), or it could be more qualitative (e.g., a "low average delay"). There are two basic approaches to admission control: the first, which we call the parameter-based approach, computes the amount of network resources required to support a set of flows given a priori flow characteristics; the second, the measurement-based approach, relies on measurement of actual traffic load in making admission decisions. In this paper, we report on an initial comparative study of four admission control algorithms, one parameterbased, three measurement-based. The main criterion used in evaluating any admission control algorithm must be how well it fulfills its primary role of ensuring that service commitqents are not violated. The simplest way to ensure complete commitment conformance is to allocate enough re- sources to meet the worst-case requirements of each flow. For bursty sources, however, this scheme results in low network utilization. Hence, the second evaluation criterion is how high a level of network utilization an admission control algorithm can achieve while still meeting its service commitments.' The third evaluation criterion is the implementation and operational costs of an algorithm. Since admission control is a session-level, not packet-level, control mechanism, we do not expect its implementation or operational cost to be a prohibitive factor and only consider the first two criteria in this study.
Parameter-based admission control algorithms can be analyzed by formal methods. Measurement-based admission control algorithms can only be analyzed through experiments on either real networks or a simulator. We strive to make the simulation environments under which we investigate the behavior of the various algorithms as comparable as possible, but this does not mean the operating conditions would not be unfairly disadvantageous to any particular algorithm. Our intention here is not to pick a winner, but to start a dialog, not only on the evaluation criteria to be used in comparing different measurement-based admission control algorithms, but also on the definition of a meaningful comparison of measurement-based admission control algorithms given the myriad tunable parameters.
Given the reliance of measurement-based admission control algorithms on source behavior that is not static in general, service commitments made by such algorithms can never be absolute. Measurement-based approaches to admission control can only be used in the context of service models that do not make guaranteed commitments, such as the controlled-load service model. Controlled-load service is designed for adaptive real-time applications that can tolerate variance in packet delays. The controlled-load service model, as defined in reference [19] , "tightly approx-'Note that in an environment where there is a large fraction of besteffort traffic, the secondary goal of the admission control algorithm may simply be to control the fraction of bandwidth allotted to realtime traffic, rather than maximizing it. 0-8186&7780-5/97 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE 8b.3.1 imates the behavior visible to applications receiving besteffort service under unloaded conditions" over the same path. Furthermore, applications requesting controlled-load service may assume that its packet loss rate is on the order of the transmission medium's error rate and that its typical experienced delay should be on the order of the path's transmission and propagation delays. More specifically, average packet queueing delay should be no greater than the flow's "burst time" and there should be minimal loss rate averaged over time-scales larger than "burst time"-where the "burst time" is defined as the time required to serve a flow's maximum burst at the flow's reserved rate. For a flow described by a token bucket filter, the "burst time" is b /~, where b is the token bucket depth and T its replenishment rate (for such a flow, the total traffic during any time period of length U is bounded by TU + b).
The minimal commitment made by controlled-load service makes it especially well suited to the decentralized and heterogeneous Internet. This service model is in the process of being standardized by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). To provide the illusion of lightly loaded network to flows receiving controlled-load service, network switches and routers must perform admission control at the call level to ensure that sufficient resources are available to serve the flows. While the specification of controlled-load service does not dictate specific target values for quality of service parameters such as delay bound or loss rate, operationally the admission control algorithms must beevaluated based on the levels of delay and loss they produce. In this paper we investigate four admission control algorithms that could support controlled-load service.
Four Admission Control Algorithms
Simple Sum. The first admission control algorithm simply ensures that the sum of requested resources does not exceed link capacity. Let v be the sum of reserved rates, p the link bandwidth, CY the name of a flow requesting admission, and the rate requested by flow a. This algorithmaccepts the new flow if the following check succeeds:
We call this the "Simple Sum" algorithm in the rest of the paper. This is the simplest admission control algorithm and hence is being most widely implemented by switch and router vendors. Often, to ensure low queueing delay called for by controlled-load service, an approximation of the weighted fair queueing (WFQ) scheduling discipline is implemented with this admission control algorithm. WFQ assigns each flow its own queue served at its own reserved rate, thereby isolating flows from each other's bursts. In this paper, we always use the WFQ scheduling discipline in conjunction with the "Simple Sum" admission controlincidentally, this setup also satisfies the committed rate service model described in [ 11. For the other, measurementbased algorithms, we assume the first-in-first-out (FIFO) scheduling discipline. Measured Sum. Whereas the "Simple Sum" algorithm ensures that the sum of existing reservations plus a newly incoming reservation does not exceed capacity, the "Measured Sum" algorithm uses measurement to estimate the load of existing traffic. This algorithm admits the new flow if the following test succeeds:
where t~ is a user-defined utilization target as explained below, and P the measured load of existing traffic. We will explain how load measurement is done in the next section.
Upon admission of a new flow, the load estimate is increased using 5' = P + rQ. As we pointed out in reference [Ill, in a simple M I M I 1 queue, variance in queue length diverges as the system approaches full utilization. A measurement-based approach is doomed to fail when delay variations are exceedingly large, which will occur at very high utilization. It is thus necessary to identify a utilization turget and require that the admission control algorithm strive to keep link utilization below this level. In this paper,
Acceptance Region. The second measurement-based algorithm, proposed in [9] computes an acceptance region that maximizes the reward of utilization against the penalty of packet loss. Given link bandwidth, switch buffer space, a flow's token bucket filter parameters, the flow's burstiness, and desired probability of actual load exceeding bound, one can compute an acceptance region for a specific set of flow types, beyond which no more flow of those particular types should be accepted. The computation of the acceptance region also assumes Poisson call arrival process and independent, exponentially distributed call holding times. We refer the interested readers to [9] for the computation of the acceptance region. The measurement-based version of this algorithm ensures that the measured instantaneous load plus the peak rate of a new flow is below the acceptance region. The measured load used in this scheme is not artificially adjusted upon admittance of a new flow. For flows described by a token bucket filter ( T , 6 ) but not peak rate, [7] derives their peak rates @3 from the token bucket parameters using
where U is a user-defined averaging period. We have adopted the same scheme to be used with the acceptance region algorithm. If a flow is rejected, the admission control algorithmdoes not admit another flow until an existing one leaves the network. In the remainder of this paper, we use such that the stationary bandwidth requirement of the set of flows exceeds this value with probability at most E . We call E the "loss rate" in the remainder of the paper; however, in an environment where large portion of traffic is best-effort traffic, realtime traffic rate exceeding its equivalent bandwidth is not lost but simply encroaches upod best-effort traffic. In reference [7] the measurementbased equivalent bandwidth based on Hoeffding bounds ( C H ) assuming peak rate @) policing of R flows is given by :
where B is the measured average arrival rate of existing traffic and E is the probability that arrival rate exceeds the link capacity. The author of [7] indicates that the measured average arrival rate may be approximated by measured average load. We use measured arrival rate in our study, but keep the same notation (B) to refer to both measured arrival rate and measured load for the sake of simplicity. The admission control check when a new Row Q requests admission is then:
elf + p a s p .
( 5 )
Upon admission of a new Row, the load estimate is increased using 8' = $ + p a . Again, if a Row's peak rate is unkqown, it is derived from its token bucket filter parameters ( r , b) using Eqn. 3. Similar to the algorithm in [9] , if a flow is denied admission, no other Row of similar type will be admitted until an existing one departs.
Before moving on to discuss the measurement mechanism in the next section, recall that while the admission control algorithms described here are based on meeting quality of service constraints of either loss rate or delay bound, the specific values used by the admission control algoritbms are not advertised to the users of controlled-load service.
Three Measurement Mechanisms
We now describe the measurement mechanisms used in our study. We note that these may not be the most efficient nor the most rigorous measurement mechanisms. They are however, very simple, which help us isolate admission patterns caused by particular admission control algorithm from those caused by the measurement mechanism. We refer the interested readers to references [ 17,6,4] for alternate treatments on measurement mechanisms. Following [ll] , we use a simple timewindow measurement mechanism to measure network load with the "Measured Sum" algorithm. As shown in Fig. 1, we compute an average load every S sampling period. At the end of a measurement window T, we use the highest average from the just ended T as the load estimate for the next T window. When anew flow is admitted to thenetwork, the estimate is increased by the parameters of the new request as explained in the previous section. If a newly computed average is above the estimate, the estimate is immediately raised to the new average. At the end of every T , the estimate is adjusted to the actual load measured in the previous an estimate of the average arrival rate, instead of instantaneous bandwidth, to compute admission decisions with the equivalent bandwidth approach. The average arrival rate (Cs) is measured once every S sampling period. The average arrival rate is then computed using an infinite impulse response function with weight w, which we set to 2e-3 in this study: If the traffic arrival rate changes abruptly from 0 to 1 and then remains at 1, a w of 2e-3 allows the estimate to reach 75% of the new rate after 10 sampling periods. A larger w makes the averaging process more adaptive to load changes: a smaller w gives a smoother average by keeping a longer history. Recall that the equivalent bandwidth based admission control algorithm requires peak rate policing and derives a flow's peak rate from its token bucket parameters using Eqn. 3 when the peak rate is not explicitly specified.
Time-window.
We set U = S to reflect the peak rate seen by the measurement mechanism. A smaller S not only makes the measurement mechanism more sensitive to bursts, it also makes the peak rate derivation more conservative. A larger S may result in lower averages, however it also means that the measurement mechanism keeps a longer history because the averaging process ( Q n . 6 ) is invoked less often. 
Simulation Scenarios
For this paper, we run our simulations on two topologies: the ONE-LINK and FOUR-LINK topologies depicted in Figure 2 . In both topologies, each host is connected to a switch by an infinite bandwidth link. The connection between switches are all 10 Mbps links. Buffer space at the switches are shared by all admitted flows. Buffer space of the switches connected to the bottleneck links are sized differently for each simulation, as we explain below. In the ONE-LINK topology, traffic flows from HostA to HostB. In the FOUR-LINK topologies, traffic flows between six host pairs: HostA-HostC, HostB-HostD, HostC-HostE, HostA-HostD, HostB-HostE, HostD-Hose, flow creations are distributed uniformly among the six host pairs. In Figure 2 , these host pairs and the paths their packets traverse are indicated by the directed curve lines.
We use two kinds of source model in our simulations. The first is an ON/OFF model with exponentially distributed ON and OFF times. During each ON period, an exponentially distributed random number of packets, with average AT, are generated at fixed rate p packetlsec. Let I milliseconds be the average of the exponentially distributed OFF times, then the average packet generation rate a is given by 1/" = I / N + l/p. Recent studies {[13,8,2]) have shown that network traffic often exhibits long-range dependence (LRD), with the implications that congested periods can be quite long and a slight increase in the number of active connections can result in large increase in packet loss rate [16] . Reference [ 16, 7] further call attention to the possibly damaging effect long-range dependent traffic might have on measurementbased admission control algorithms. To investigate this and other LRD related questions, we augment our simulation study with LRD source models. Following [18] We use six instantiations of the above source models as summarized in Table 1 [18] . According to the same reference, the shape parameter of the Pareto dis- models, we use a token bucket rate equal to the source's peak rate so that the token bucket filter does not reshape the traffic. For the P O 0 3 model, some of the generjted packets were queued; this means during some of the sobrce's alleged "OFF" times, it may actually still be drainin$ its data queue onto the network.
IIn the same table, we also list the settings of the token bucket parameters assigned to each source. In this stddy, we assign each flow a data queue with infinite ledgth (i.e. packets that arrive at an empty token bucket are queued, and the queue never overflows). Column 7 of the table, labeled m qfen, shows the maximum data queue ledgth a flow can expect to see. Our packets are of fixed size (1 Kbits) and each of our token is worth 1 packet of data.
IWhen a flow with token bucket parameters ( r , b ) is served with WFQ, the maximal queueing delay (ignoring terms proportional to a single packet time) is given by b/r [ 151. Column 8 of the table, labeled D', lists the maximal delay for each source given its assigned token bucket filter. Thlis is also the "burst time" queueing delay acceptable unde+ the definition of controlled-load service. Column 9, labeled D, lists the delay bound we assigned to each source.
W& have chosen the token bucket parameters such that, in mdst cases, the delay bounds given to a flow will be the s h e as its "burst time" queueing delay. This facilitates analyzing the performance of the algorithms under controlledlodd service. In the few cases where the delays are not the sadne, such as in the P O 0 3 case, the utilization comparison is less meaningful. For each simulation with measurementbqed admission control algorithm, we size the buffer at tht?, switches with enough space to accommodate the delay bound (D). For example, simulations with EXPl source, given a link speed of 10 Mbps, use a buffer size of 160 pakkets. In simulations with multiple source models havind different delay bound requirements, we use the maximum of the required buffer sizes; for example, in a simulation with both EXPl and EXP2 models, we use a buffer size of 1600 packets. Simulations with the parameter-based admission control algorithm assume infinite buffer size. Column 10, labeled Z", contains the utilization threshold used to simulate the acceptance region algorithm. This utilization threshold should not be confused with the utilization target used with the "Measured Sum" scheme, where the value is set to 90% link bandwidth. The acceptance region is computed in [9] for e of le-12. For simulations with the equivalent bandwidth algorithm, we use 6 of le-7. The next column, labeled S, gives the sampling period used with the measurement mechanisms in packet transmission time (ptime). For the time-window mechanism, the window size is 10 * S. The sampling period used with the acceptance region algorithm is S' = 5 * S. The last column, labeled $, contains the derived peak rates computed with Eqn. 3. Note that for source P 0 0 3 , the derived peak rate is larger than the actual peak rate. In this paper, we also consider using the token rate (r) as the peak rate.
For each simulation, flow interarrival times are exponentially distributed with an average of 400 milliseconds.
The average holding time of all Markov-ON/OFF sources is 300 seconds. The Pareto-ON/OFF sources have lognormal distributed holding times with median of 300 seconds and shape parameter 2.5. We run simulations with Markov-ON/OFF sources for 3000 seconds simulated time, serving le8 packets. The data presented are obtained from the later half of each simulation. By visual inspection, we determined that 1500 simulated seconds is sufficient time for the simulations to warm up. Simulations involving PXetO-ON/OFF sources require a longer warmup period and a longer simulation time for the LRD effect to be seen, thus we run them for 5.5 hours simulation time, serving close to le9 packets, with reported data taken from the later 10000 seconds. In the following three subsections, we present results from simulations on the ONE-LINK topology. A summary of the results is presented in Table 2 . Each row of the table contains results from up to six simulations using the source model named at the leftmost column and the admission control algorithm indicated at the head of the columns. The "%Util" columns list the average utilization achieved at the bottleneck link of the ONE-LINK topology. The "#Active" columns list the average number of concurrently running flows in steady state. We have repeated some of the simulations reported in the table with up to ten different random seeds; the 99% confidence intervals are less than one of the least significant digit in most cases. We close this section by presenting results from simulations on the FOUR-LINK topology.
8b.3.5

Single-hop Results
The first two columns of Table 2 show results from simulation using the "Simple Sum" parameter-based admission control algorithm. There are no lost packets. The second set of two columns show results from the "Measured Sum" algorithm. Except for the Po01 cases, where the "Measured Sum" algorithm gives a loss rate on the order of le-7, simulations with other source models using this algorithm do not result in any loss. We can achieve no loss with POO 1 sources if we reduce the utilization target to 80% of link bandwidth, in which case the average link utilization achieved is 77% and the average number of concurrently served flows is 297.
The next two columns, under the heading "Acc. Rgn. 0'' give the results of simulations with the acceptance region algorithm; here the peak rate of sources with token bucket greater than 1 is derived from their token bucket parameters using Eqn. 3. We do not study the performance of this algorithm for EXP3 source because the utilization threshold for this model is 0 [9] . The loss rate for sources EXPI, POOI, and POO2, from three simulations of each with different random seeds, are 6e-3, 2e-2, and le-2 respectively. Since EXPl and P O 0 1 sources have mostly the same characteristics except for the distributions of their Off and OFF times, we conjecture that by not taking these into account, the acceptance region algorithm is overly optimistic for sources having heavytailed ON and OFF times distributions. As the grain size of flows, i.e. the p / p ratio, enlarges, this algorithm becomes more conservative. For the EXP2 and PO03 sources, achievable utilization is about half of the utilization under "Measured Sum." Since the acceptance region algorithm does not artificially adjust its measurement values upon admittance of a new flow, and given its point sampling measurement process, we do not see any significant difference in performance between simulations using derived peak rates and token rates as peak rates.
The two columns of Table 2 under the heading "Eqv. Bw. @" show results from simulations using the equivalent bandwidth based admission control algorithm. In the case of simulations with EXP2, EXP3 and Po03 sources, the flows' peak rates are derived from their token bucket parameters using Eqn. 3. We showed the derived peak rates for the three sources in Table 1 and pointed out that in the P O 0 3 case the derived peak rate is higher than the actual peak rate. To see how a less conservative peak rate effects the performance of the algorithm on the EXPZ, EXP3, and PO03 sources, we simulate them with their token bucket rates as their peak rates, ignoring the token bucket depths. The two columns of Table 2 under the "Eqv. Bw. (r)" heading show results from these simulations. The performance of the algorithm improves significantly, but still lags behind the other measurementbased algorithms. Next we experiment with c = le-1, using the token rate as peak rate, for sources ExP2, EXP3 , and P 0 0 3 . The results are presented under the "Eqv. Bw. (T, €=le-I)" heading. Note that these numbers are still lower than those achieved with the "Measured Sum" algorithm. Due to its conservativeness, none of the simulations with the equivalent bandwidth algorithm results in packet loss. 
Multiple-hop Results
